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Busy Farm Matching Game

There is so much to do around the farm all year long! Draw a line from each item on the to-do list to the vehicle perfect for the task. (Hint: you can look through Construction Site: Farming Strong, All Year Long for the answers if you get stuck!)

1. Clear away the snow  
2. Fix the roof  
3. Lay the barn’s concrete floor  
4. Prepare the ground for planting seeds  
5. Harvest rows of grain  
6. Take grain to town  
7. Carry tools, hay, feed — and a pig!  
8. Lift loads of ground  
9. Haul away dirt, to help the team!

1. Big Tractor  
2. Combine  
3. Crane Truck  
4. Dump Truck  
5. Excavator  
6. Cement Mixer  
7. Bulldozer  
8. Semitrucks  
9. Pickup Truck
The construction vehicles stay busy the entire year on the farm.
Draw what you think the farm looks like during each of the four seasons!
Spelling on the Farm

The trucks meet so many animals on the farm! Can you spell out their farm animal friends below?

- C __
- S H __
- C H ______
- L ___ B
- H ___ E
- P ___